Jagannath's Cart
sheet
►noun
A thin bed cloth used as a
covering for a mattress or as a
layer over the sleeper, e.g. He
put the sheets on his bed.
2. A piece of paper, e.g. Could you
please give me a sheet of paper?
1.

sheep
►noun (singular or
plural)
1. A woolly
animal, e.g.
The sheep were
grazing in the
field; Look, a
sheep.

tooth
►noun (plural 'teeth')
1. A bone in the mouth used for eating, e.g.
Her tooth has fallen out; He brushed his teeth.

cheep
►noun


A short, highpitched sound made by a small
bird, e.g. The bird was cheeping.
cheek
►noun
The soft skin on
each side of the
face, e.g. He had a
spot on his cheek.



faith
►noun
A feeling, trust or
belief that
something is true,
real, or will happen,
e.g. I have faith that my
prayers will be answered; I
have faith in Lord Krishna.


chain
►noun
A series of interconnected rings or links usually
made of metal, e.g. I put a chain around my suitcase.
2. A necklace, e.g. He wore a gold chain around his neck
1.

chair
►noun
1. An item of furniture

used to sit on, e.g. I
sat on the chair.

lightening
►noun
 The flash of light caused by electricity between
clouds, e.g. That tree was hit by lightning.
shock
►noun

A sudden, heavy impact, e.g. He got an electric
shock.
►verb (shock, shocking, shocked)
 to cause someone to fee surprised and upset, e.g.
I was shocked by his bad attitude.


thick
►adjective


The opposite of thin, e.g. This is a very thick
book; There is thick cream on top of the milk.

chick
►noun
 A young chicken, e.g. The chicks were playing in the
garden.
thing
►noun
 An abstract or concrete entity, e.g. What is this thing?

beer
►noun
 An alcoholic drink, e.g. People drink beer when the go
to the club.

deer
►noun (singular or plural)
 An animal like a horse, e.g. The deer ran in the forest;
There is a deer in our yard.

jeer
►verb (jeer, jeering, jeered)
 To tease or make rude comments, e.g. The students
jeered at the teacher when she told them to come to
school on Sunday.
peer
►verb (peer, peering, peered)

To look secretly, e.g. My
boss was peering out the
office window to make sure we were working.


cheer
►verb (cheer, cheering,
cheered)
 A cry expressing
joy, approval or
support such as
"hurray", e.g. The
crowd cheered for
the team.

sheer
►noun
 Transparent, see through, e.g. The
hose are sheer.

